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SUMMARY

,

A brief review of bhe nature of mineralizing solutions is presented,

. .
An insight is gained into the nature and origin of mineralizing solutions by
a study of the various types of naturally occuring thermal fluids of different
origins. Volcanio hot springs generally deposit Sb, As, A o , and Rg, and. are
rich in C 4 , CO, Ha,NH3, H,O; They also contain alkalies, Ca, Mg, and C12.
Supper heated- meteoric waters are generally rich in COz, E2S, HCl. Other
fluids, like the thermal waters, waterls of metamorphic origin, connate waters,
fluid inclusions in minerals and deep surface geothermal brines are always rich
in metals and deposit minerals under different circumstances.
The solubility of metals in hydrothermal solutions in generally governed by
The environment and
pressure, temperature and the acidity of t h e solutions.
availability of the metals also plays an important role. The lower concentration
limit of metals in mineraliziug solutions, enough to deposit minerals, is said to
be 10-6 gm/l. Simple solubility of metals in solutions is, however, inadequate
and recent work has shown that the occurence of different metal ions in the
form of complexes plays a predominant role.
The nature of transporting fluids and the mode of occurrence of metals in
these fluids is one of the most important controlling factors in t h e deposition of
minerals from solutions. Various modes of transport aa vapour, colloidal transport and simple non-ionized molecules are generally unimportant as they fail t o
satify many questions concerning field relation-ship of minerals. Transport as
complexes is deemed to be the most favouraMe mode as i t satifies many thermodynamic and field relations. Chloride ccmplexing is thought to be a very
important process in this respect as the stability and solubility of various metal
ions, as chloride-complexes, is a1ways enough under the general1y exiating
temprature pressure conditions. Sulphide and biaulphide complexes are also
aupposed to play an important role. Under sulphur-rich conditions sulphide
complexes usnally predominate over chloride complexes, but under sulphurdeficient conditions chloride corn plexes predaminate. However, the ocourence

of sulphide complexen is generally questioned on t h e basis of the sulph~lr
deficiency of mineralizing solutions. Some researchers attribute this apparent
dificiency t o the rather high mobility of sulphur and believe t h a t the origina]
~lolutionsusually contain enough sulphr to form oomplexes.
Deposition of minerals can be brought about by fall in tamperature, reaction
of mineralizing solutions with the wall rock, mixing of ore-solutions with
meteoric waters, changes in P H and a decrease in pressure.

INTRODUCTION
There are many kinds of ore-deposits and almost as many theories of their
origin. The ancients believed that all the mineral deposits were formed by
water. Agricoltl, in Germany a s early as the 16th Centur'y seems t o have h i d the
Geology. He is said t o have proposed first the lateril
f~znadalionsof
secretion theory.

The Neptuniam concept of Werner proposed that Water was the main agent
in the formetion of all crystalline rooks and minerals. This pattern of .thought
was ultimately transformed by the plutonic concept of Button, and there .was
thus a gradual d r i f t in favour of plutonism. This ultimately resulted in the
concept t h a t attributed most mineral deposits to some kind of magmatic act,ivitg.
This concept ultimately laid the faundotion of the hydro-therinal hypothesis..
I

The word hydrothermal ~rigina~lly
meant hot fluid emanations or exhalations
from a magma which osrried many dissolved elements, and ullimately deposited
t t e m st the sites of deposition. Wit.h the passage of time all the mineralizing
r ~ o l u t i o ~came
~ s to be known as hydrothermal. Thisresulled i n much confusion,
so d u c h so that ultimately 'hydorthermal came to mean hot solationa irrespeoi
tive,of the source of origin.
. The hy drothet m s l theory lik e its other counterparts fell out o f favour from
time t o time with the accumulation of more and more data. I t failed t o @xp[qin
all the aspects of mineral deposits. As data alowlg accumuhted about the soh-

+bilitgof many elements in hot solutions, it was I ealized t h a t simple hot solutions
never have deposited sltch large quarititiea of ore-miner&.
Moreover. the
l i m i t e d iraoaledge of the o l u bilities of minerah suggested that h ~ d r o t h e r m a l
liquids could r lot satisfy the conditions of 'mineral zoning T@idparctgen~tio'---relations a s observed in the field. Ilttnaequently the theory of ore-transport by
high temperature vapoura 'pa.inedh v o u r - f o ra tim&

.
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. d t was observed ddring .the i n d u d r i d secovery o f . various. ,met&j in
mbtaHurgica1 processes&t;hat metals separate i b a definite sequence. The himvia
elements usually siilk-to the .bottolh - and the~lighter'ekments-float
a t the >topin
v

9

the furnace. The sequence of deposition of the heavier fraction, called matte,
is similm to the sequence of elements in a soned deposit. The sequence i n t h e
matte i s in accordance with the volatilities o f . the elements, and also their
density. Thus the light'er elements deposit a t the top and form what is k n o w a.s
apeiss.

On account of this correspondence of the actual occurrence of ore-minerals
in the fleld and in a metnllurgical furnace, Brown (1948)proposed the hgpothesia
. of vapour trsnaport. This hypothesis was rejected by Edwards (1956) and
Krauskopf (1957,1958, 1964)on the grounds that the volazile sulphide theory is
inadequate to meet t h e geological requirements and also it does not satisfy the
physico-chemical reqluirements:

,
,

Certain ~ulphidedeposits occurring in sedimentary or metamorp hio rocks
exhibit all the character. of .sedimtmtary structures, thus pointing to the possibility of their syn-depositional character. These ' deposits are thought t o hove
resulted due to the precipitation of the ore-minerals in the sedimentary basin in
whioh other aediments -were deposited a t the same time. The various geological
features of these ayngenetic stratiform deposts have been described by Brown
(1967).
. .
,

,

I n order t o account for the sedimentary character, Knight (1957),forwarded
the hypothesis of source bed concept, which claims that these depoeite are
syndepositional with the aediments in which they occur. His ideas, however,
have been criticized by Walker (1958)an'd Chamberlain (1958)etc.

~ s o & t h estudy of the different theories of origin, it has. become clear that
ore-deposits can form under very many diverse oonditionsl and that most of these
deposits are laid down by fluids which in turn may exhibit extremely diverse
characters in chemical oomposition and pressure temperature-conditions.
- Smirnov (1968) has given a, broad classificpltion in 'terms of the source of the
.ore plbtter. He clsssifiea the source of the ore matter ae (1)juvenile, related.t o
subcrustal basaltic magma, (2) assimilated, related to palingenic granitic m a g m a
of crustal origin, and (3) flltrational, related to the circulation of non magmatic
udsrground waters.

The nature and Origin of Minetallzing Solutions.

The various aspcats- of ole-genesis have been reviewed in gmst detail b y ,
Edward8 (1956). White (1968) has reviewed the origin and nature of mineralizing
soleionr on theabasis of the data that hlwr sccumulated from, the study of the
-6ho-mioalr~
domporition. sf. thermd watersbnfluid incluaione,and deep see tad.h ~ t
bin* and ;has postulated, five - major , limiting-kgpea of mineralizing s o htiona, .
'

From these studies a clearer picture aa to the nature of the mineralizing solutions
has developed. It now seems probable that the mineralizing fluids cover a very
broad spectrum of eompositiona, temperatures, pressures, and various other
conditions, Barton (1958). No one theory of ore-genesis oan possibly have a
universal application.

An insight into the composition of the possible mineralizing fluids can be
gained from a study of natural waters. These waters can be discussed under
various headings depending on the mechanism of their genera0ion.
I n areas of recent volcanic activity one usually finds hot volcanic springs
and fumarolic gas. These gases are uaually very rich in water vapour (above
go%), C02, H2S, SO2, KC1 and many other constituents, Amongst the sulphur
gases, SO2 is usually predominant over H2S in high temperature areas, though
there are many exception6 to this rule, These gases can and do transport
metah ae volatile corplexee, and are thought to be possible contributors to
mineralization.
Heating of various kinds of rocks can release highly complex charged gases,
which can be important in mineral and reorystallizcltion processes in near aurfam
conditions, a aituation which ir somewhat similar to volcanic emanations, Walker
and ~ u c h s n a n(1969),
Volcanio hot springs are usually thought to be heated meteoric waters which
may contain from 5% to 10% waters of purely malgmatic origin. They usually
oontein t h e common ore forming elements io vario'us amounts. These hot sprihg
waters are also very rich in gasen. CQ2 is the mast abundaht, while CO, Hz,
N H ~ H20
,
and Ar occur in varying amounts. Some of these springe are at
pieaedtkdepokiting inany elsmenta, for exainple, Sb, As, Au, st Steamboat
S$rings, Nevada, and IIg at Boiling Springs, Ideho. Many springs all over the
world are known to 'deposit. sulphur. Most of these spring8 are ueually rich-.in
alkalie, cdciurd, magnesium and chlorine.
'The mineral -&nd thermal waters in many pafts of the world are rich in
Na-H-01; N~t-Ca-Mg-so~.Them waters are -known to oarry --many metals in
vsrgiig amounts.
.
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Edmonds st ?l (1969) in 5 recent r e ~ i e wof t h e mineral and .thermal v
h
k
(sps waters) of Britain have shown that them waters exhiht charpteristio
compositions depending on their geological environment. For exam$& mi%* if
t h e thermal water8 in the psleozoic and ~ r i a s s i ofoimo.tions of Great &ih$ in
predominantly Na-K-CI type, while those in ~ u r a & i cfor&tion'.'&
predpredomioantlg Ca-Mg-SO, type. Mineral and thermal 'wrtets in Tertiary ' formdkn..M
. .
,
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more variable in composition, and t h i ~
is attributed t o variation in lithology and
mineralogy of the rooks. Some of these waters contain unueual amounts of
certain elements. For example, the waters a t llandrindod Wells contain lithium
from 1.0 t o 26.0 mgllit., while the waters in Builth Wells are richer in ffouiine.
In overall compoaitsion these waters are airnilar i n composition t o the recent Red
Sen and other brines.

It has been suggested thafi metamorphic watere which result from the
breakdown of hydrous minerals during metclrnorphism are able to dissolve metals
and thus slowly build u p to metal enriched ff uids, White (1957).
Sediments usually retain a lot of the originan]seawater in their pore spaces
during their burial. During diageriesis these connate w a t era might e'volr e into
~ a l i n ebrines and escape dong with some other mnhilo constIitnent.s in solution,
White (1965). During this process t h e msgnesium is nsuslly fixed in the
sediments while calciiim and sodium ma,y be dissolved. The escape 'mechanism
of connate waters has been n.ttributed t.o be d u e to semipermeable membrane
filtration bp Berry ( 1 966), 1967, in White). T h e m pore-wa.ters in the neighbourhood of salt depo~jtsshow unnsnal enrichment in many different elements.
Zatenatslraya e t a1 (1969) have shown that interstit4nl waters i n the Devonian
argillaceous marly sediments near t h e Stambin potassium salt deposits are
highly entriched in Na, K , Mg, Cit, 60, and BC03.
Meteoric waters of silrface origin usually get enriched in many element8
during their dewnward migration in roclis. These waters are usually very rich
in CO,, 0, and NZ,and therefore, are alwaye slightly acidic. These meteoric
w~tters maoy react with the rock8 or ther waterls and can be rer~ponsiblefor
mineralization. Gurevich (1964) has suggested t h ~ the
t accumulation of CIS-Cw
watere .in ore-bewing veins owe tbeir origin t o mixing of hydrothermal solutions
and ground waters during the fate stages of mineralization of the veins, o r to an
independant influx of water under head from underlying sedimentary deposits.

Ivanov (1964), on the other hand, has shown t h a t in regions of recent
TQIc
activity.
~~~
meteoric
~ c waiers play a n important role the differentiation
of gaso-thermal exhalations from deep-seated magmas. Apart from exhalatione
of y?lcanic origin them regions coutain pure hgdrothermaf exhalations formed
due to vapourisation of ground waters which cause intensive wall-rdoli d t e r a .- .tion.
. & - : He has also shown t h a t in the premnce of high temperatur'e regime, deep
infiltretiqn' of atmospheric waters afong zones of tectonic faulting, may 'result in
4 ,.
Ji.8,"
four kind.
of geochemical ~odditiois,~ h i h hgive rise t o diffemiit Binda df'thermal
..a .
w~&t&~h
regions 6f reoent volcanic activity. The satu&tio$' of waters ' with
*.: 5, . , ,
volcanic gases in t h e upper oxidising"sodes of kctive irelca&e&leatls ttithe
td
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formation of highly acid H,S-CO, (fumarole) therlral waters, a n d sulpbate or
chloride-sulphate waters, which how a complex cationio composition, due t o a
probable participation of waters cIfmagmatic origin in t h e deep seated varieties,
The thermal waters formed, in the deep reducing high temperature conditions in
regions of active volcanoes are nitrogenous-carbon dioxide waters- which are
weakly acid at greater depths, alkaline a t the surface, and C1,-Na waters which
a m highly siliceous, strongly superheated and characterize& by a very uniform
composition. Carbonate thermal waters of different ionic compositions are
formed i n a reducing environment a t depth in the sphercs of influence of thermal
affect of magma chambers, from infiltrations1 waters and possibly also some
marine residual waters. Finally there are t h e nitrogenons waters, which are
formed under telethermal conditions away from t h e influence of the thermal
effect of magmatic chambers. These waters are the least reactive of all. On
their way towards the surface these waters of different kinds undergo many
changes or reactions with the country rock but their essential natures are not
much modified.
Fluid inclusion studies are thought t o reveal the best representative sample
of a mineralizing solution. The data concerning fluid inkluolusion chemistry and
ita possible implications as to the nature of the ore forming fluids are reviewed
by Roedder (1960, 1967). There are many works on 1 he fluid inclusion studies
of individual mineral deposits, and-some of the most important are by Roedder
(1967, 1972), Groves e t a1 ( 1970), Groves and Solomon (19691, Sawkins (1966),
Hall and Friedman (1968),Pidckney and HnEty (1970) and Billings e t a1 (1969).

I n general the chemical composition of fluid inolusions ia rromewhst similar
to h o t thermal aaters. They are usually rich in C02 a n d occasionally i n HIS.
They are usually low in sulphur -content. Other gases reported in minor
amounts are NZ+,
NHs, Hz and Ar. The chief diasol~edions are Na+, Ca2* a n d
Cld and t h e other minor constituents are E+,B-, HC03-, SO4*, Fe*+and FeY+.
The aohtiona are usually neutral and there is generally icertain uniformity of
comp"dsitiionin fluid inclusiona from various deposits.
'

;-

~ Haffty (1970) from a study of fluid inclusion in
. . ~ e c e n t l y ~ i n o k n eand
'fluckite, barite kiid quarts from the Cave-in-rock district, Soutlmrn Illinois,
c o r r c a t r @ h ef-&e rebwpper- T h e y f o u n d that- @ t h e s e
..repo;te&high.
*
inclusion 8. -zinc, varied from l0ppm to 1040ppm, and aopper varied from
unde$ecteble alqpunts to 350ppm. The ohlokina concentrstion id these inelosioa
fluide varied, from 2600ppm t o . 1 5 2 0 0 0 ~ ~ &. ;he^ i l s o showed t h + t vrribtions
in .base metal ' content. and chlorine &ere - closely correlated with the different
periods of deposition of iiihalerite. . The& was aleo' a veiy good'oordation
between the zine and chlorine contents of these ioclusioni..~ '
A

--

The recent discovery of deep subsurface geothermal brines, aome of which
are actually depositing metal sulphides in great quantities has ,added a lot to
our knowledge of the nature of mineralizing solutions. Toom (1970) has
reviewed the existing knowledge about these brines. A vast amount of data
has arcumnlated in recent years about the chemistry end other aspects of theas
geothermal brines, Busch (1970), Bugelskiy e t al, (1969), Dunham (1970), White
(1965, 1968), Pavlow ( l h g ) , Downing (1970), Downing and Howitt (1969),
~ebedkva n d ~ i k i l i n aci&s).
,

The Salton Sea brines of California occur a t depths of 4700 feet t o 8100 feet
and the temperature is said to be around 300•‹Ca t 3000 feet, and 360•‹C a t 7000
. ,feet. These brines are predominantly K-Ne-Ca-C1 typea with many dimdved
cations. On an average they contain 2000ppm iron, 1400ppm manganese,
5GOppm zinc, 90ppm lead, 12ppm arsenic, 6ppm copper, 2ppm cadmium and
lppm silver. Sulphur ranges from 15-3Oppm which is lesa t h a n 5% of the
eulphide required to precipitate metals a s sulphides. 111 this respect they are
very similar t o the fluid incluaione which are usually sulphur deficient, Roedder
(1967). A11 the dissolved eulphides are preeent in form H2S snd HS-.
The Red Sea brines occur c t t depthe of about 2000 meters below sea level
and have temperaturen from 34•‹Cto 56OC. The salinity of these brines varier
from 74000ppm C1 to 255,000ppm C1. They are high in iron and manganese,
the later usually predominant in amount. Other dissolved metals include zinc,
copper, lead and barium,
Compared to the average see water composition there brinea have a high
Ca/Na ratio, The ratio of K/Na is slightly lower than the sea -water while the
ratios of Mg/Ca, HC03/Q, S04/Cl, BrICI, and B/Ci are very lows compared t o
sea water.

The brines of the Chelekin yeninula are another example.

According to
Lebedev and Nikitina (1969) these brines are annually depoaitiog 100 t o m
lithium, 10 tons rubidium, 300-350 tons lead, 48-50 tons zinc, 24-35 tons copper,
18-24 faos cadmium, 6-8 tons arsenic, 1200 t o m boron and 7200 tong strontium.
The.characteriatics of these brines show t h a t they are active mlneralizera.
A general comparison of these various kinds of waters diacnssed above showe
that they have one character in common. They are all rich in volatiles, usually
C02, with mean amonnte of other gases. The dissolved ions are predoininanbly
K-Na-Ca-GI- with minor amounts of other cations. Ai.nongst"the m s n i '&ionic
specie0 &re C02, HC03, C1, so4,eto.'
..,..
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This brief survey indicated that it is possible t o put broad limits on the
of the mineralizing solutions. There may be variation in the
of theae mineralizing fluids from place t o place. For example,
Kragnov (1967) h a s reported unusually high fluorine contents in subsurface
waters in the Lovozero massif which is said t o contain a vey high silica content
as well in the form of silicon hexafluoride complex.

SOLUBILITY OF METALS IN HYDROTHERMAL SOLUTIONS
Solubilities of many ore forming metals, ore minerals and gangue minerals
have been dificussed and reviewed in great detail by Smith (1963), Barnes and
Czrtm~nske(1967) and Holland (1967). A brief eummary is given.here.
. .
Rrauskopf (1967) has shown that the lower concentration limit significant
g/I, which is considerably below even the minimum
for ore-formation is
solubilities,recorded. Thus the experimentally determined Zn, Ag, Pb, and Cn sulphide concentrations at high temperatures can be regarded es fully acceptable
geologically. However, Barton (1958) has .shown that simple solubility is
oompletelg inadequate t o account for moat heavy metal transport in ore forming
fluids.

The solubility of sphalerite has been determined in veriouft kinds of 8 0 1 ~ tions. Sphalerite solubility seems to be generally susceptible t o a rise in
temperatire, The cornpa r e t i d y smaller solubilities in alkali chloride ~ o l n t i ~
and gre.ter solubilitiee in NH,Cl are supposed to suggest the general evidenae
against chloride coluplexing and the bossibility of hydroxide or ami- cornplexing, which is thought to b e a c o q s ~ u e n c eof high temperature. ~ e l e n t ~ ~ v
e t al ( 1 . ~ ~ 8-have
)
shown t h a t is contrant to the unidirectional effect of .the
temperature, a deirease i n the '.acidity of the solution first promotes o decrease
in the solubility and then an increase. i he solubility of sphelerits is very
greatly affeated within a pH range of 1-7.
'

the solubility of sphaleritc deoreases 60 times with a
chLnge of ternperatyrs from 200•‹C to 100•‹C, and-sphalerite is deposited. In
aolution of pH, the effect of temperature decreases, while a t pH7 the solubility
of ~phalerite in this temperature interval does not vary more than 14 fold.
These solubilities ere measured in dilute alkali chloride solutions. On change
in acidity of t h e aolution from pH2 to pH4 a t a constant temperature (20O0C),
the solubility decreases 100 timele. On further decrease in the acidity ta pH,. the
solubjlity can increase about 10 fold.
'-

I n b solution,of

Argentite and chlcocite were found by Melentyev e t al (1968) to have the
ssme'solubility pattern as sphalerite. In this case however, a t higher temper.
atures, the solubility minims of argentite shift in the direction of lower p~
values. This is particularly evident above 180•‹C. I n the case of sphalerite, the
minims shift towards the region of more alkaline solutions.
Analysis of the conditions characterizing the seqllence of deposition of the
aulphide ia possible. On increase in the p H from 1 to 2 art 350•‹C, only sphalerite
and argentite are deposited, while a t lower temperatures both sphalerite and
argentite are deposited. On cooling the solutions from 350'0 t o 200•‹Cthey can
both separate simultaneously, but on further oooling only sphslerite is deposited.
Decreaee in the acidity from pH3 t o pH4 lead t o deposition of sphalerite
only if the the temperature of the solution is not less than 200•‹C. Decrease in
temperature from 360'0 t o 160•‹C leads to t h e simultaneous deposition of
~phaleriteand argentite. Decrease in the acidity from pH5 t o pH, can result in
the deposition of sphalerite only a t high temperatures (350'C). Cooling the
eolution from 350•‹C to 160•‹C(between pH5 and pH,) results in the simultaneous
deposition of sphalerite, argentite and chalcocife.

In view of the combined influences of temperature and acidity of solutions
in t h e aolubility of sphalerite, argentite and chelcocite, i t appears that the higher
the original temperature the smaller is the effect of temperature faotors.
Smith (1963) has tabulated the data on pH values of solutions and their
S'blubilities from various sources for As@,, H ~ SpbS,
,
H2S. SiOl and Ag2S.
fnterpoletion of the data quoted above with this shows t h a t , in very general
terms, A11 these minerals aolubilities are similarly effected by the acidity of
solutions. He (1958) haa also shown that along any normal geothermobar, the
aolubility of quartz and probably moat of the other non-volatile solutes, increases
continuonaly with temperature, pressure and depth.

The data on t h e eolubility of quartz and. calcite have been reviewed by
Holland (1967). Sharp (1965) has shown that both quartz and calcite can be
Gpodted by mixing of solutions at constant pressure. The deposition of quartz
~ p r e ~ & n a n + a 8 0 ~ 3 0 9 0 G ~ ~ t - 83
f6
~6•
~‹
iC
when-tSGeGSbGiic
teb~~w
=binges in solutions cause precipitation. Replacement of quartz by calcite or
vice verse, oam be caused by transport of CrC03 and S i 4 along geothermal
gradients.

- -

The solubility of quartz i n water increases with temperature except a t
critical temperatures where the density of the solution is small. The solability

of the various polgmorphs of silica is higher than that of quartz. It is also
independant of the salt concentrations of the solutions with temperatures
feasible. The solubility of quartz is also independant of pH of the
solution within the narrow range of commonly occurring acidity, though it
illcreases a t very high pH valuea. The solubility of quartz is slightly decreased
by the addition of chloride a t 600•‹Cand 8Kbars and 700•‹Cand 4Kbare. It ia
increased by the, addition of NaOH t a the solution and is proportional to the
amount of NaOH added. Quartz reacts with NazS solution between 100•‹Cand
25OUC,and produces a solution containing Na+, HS- and SiOz.nHzO.OH-.
In solutions silica usually occurs as one or more Si02,nH20monomers, which
are not charged, which is why there is not mucb effect of pH on the solutions.
However, Shcherban(l967) suggests t h a t consideration of variation in ortho- and
meta- silicio acids, rs influenced by pH and by Si-oontent of the solution,
indicates preoipitation of silica on the acid side of pH 10.26 at 0.009% t o
0.0015% H,SiO,. He also suggests t h a t under standard conditions from tber-.
modynamic considerations Si02 will be precipitated from SiE',f- complexes st
pH4-8.
Under hydrothermal conditions with a normal gradient of 3S•‹C/Km,
(though
this gradient sometimes increases t o as much sa. 10O0C/Km), at temperatures
from 100'~t o 200•‹C, 1000 grams oftsolution can precipitate up t o sbcut 200 mg
quartz. Unfr)rtunately no d a t a is available as t o the amount of quartz' mine&
thong with solphide minerals and t h k f o r e 40 estimate can be given aa t o the
total amounts of solution.

The solubility of calcite in water is known to increase with an inqesse in
cO2 presaure and decreases with increasing temperature. C 0 2 and H20 are
perfectly miscible above 450•‹C, A t low C02 pressure (almost pure water) tho
solubility of calcite in water is very low and remains practically constant up to
150•‹C,
and then falls towards oritical temperature. s a l t s depress t h e solubility
of C02 i n H,O which in turn would affect t h e solubility of calcite. However,
the solnbility of GO2 in NaCl ~ o l u t i o nis higher by 40% as compared t o water,
Calcite is precipited by the release of CO, which is affected by a decrease in
pressure. Therefore calcite would be deposited in near surface ~ o n d i t j ~ ~ ~
Conversely a simple cooling off may not deposit calaite.

.

..
"

Apart from their susceptibility t o temperature presaurs c o n d i t i p ~t h~e~,
solubility of minerals in hydrothermal solutions is subject many other fac&,,
smith (1963) has attempted a general cassification, reproduced below.

1. Concentrates sensitive to hydrogen ion ooncentration.

%

A. Simple ions.

I1 cations

B. Complex iona.

.

I oxy-ions

-11 thio-iona
2.

Concentrations sensitive to oxidation potential.

3. Concentrations sensitive to C02 concentration.
4.

Concentrations sensitive to H,S concentration.

5.

Concentratione seneitive to H,O concentration.

The inflGence of pH on the solubility of certain metallic aulphides was
pointed out. Generally changes in the hydrogen ion concentration oontrol the
amounts of silicic acid and C02 in solutions. Also in metallic eulphides,
polysulphides and oxy- and aulphide-complexes, the pH of the aolutions deter- .
mines their approach to conditions of saturation.
Hydrothermal ~olutions-are usually aonaidered to be reducing in nature
because of the sulphide ioh-present. The ratio of snlphidelaulph a te therefore i s
a good index of the oxidation of thesolution. Oxidation tends to decrease the
concentration-of sulphide and poly .- aulphidd ions. Trivdent iron, which is a
strong oxidant, is usually present in the form of hematite, magnetite or ferric
hydroxides in rocks and can easily release its oxygen and is itself either dissolved
or reprecipitated as pyrite or pyrrhotite near veins.

The concentration of C02 is highly variable i n different hgdrotherm&l types
In high temperature hydrothermal solutions u p to 30% GO2 in
fluid inclusions of minerale has been noted vhile low temperature hydrothermal
bf aohtions.

solutions the amount of C 4 is usually very low. COZ content i n ~ m hm h t i o n s
would decrease due to carbonatizatioq during wall-rock alteration and in high
temperature areas this may result in the formation of new hydrothermal
minerals in the wall-rock. The precipitation of caloite _and/ordolomite in vein
- 0 ~ k i af i i i i~i i i c t i o i of
c&ieitiatio&.

The ooncentration of HZ8 similarly . is also very variable in hydrothermal
tdutionu. Reaction of E,S with well-rock deoreasaa its ooncentration further
a d us~allyrwdta in the precipitation of pyrite and (or) p y rrhotits.

Water is the most important constituent of hydrothermal solutions and its
content should also be variable a t different points in space and time, a factor
which in i t s t u r n would determine the concentrations of different solutes. The
variation i n t h e content of wat,er shall also directly affect the solubility of various
cations and anions and thus fluctuations in its water content can cause precipitation of various minerals, Smith (1963).
Water freely reacts with the country rocks and usually resu1t.s in the
formatiou of hydrous rnineral~~like
chlorite, sericita, etc., in the %all rock.

THE TRANSPORT OF BASE METALS

he' problem of the transport of base metals h a s t w o main

aspects, namely,
the essential n a t u r e of the transporting fluids tfhemselvesand the main mode of
occurrence of various metals in these fluids, Both these questions have been
debated for a long time and there is still a lot of controversy in various schools.
Korzhinskii (1968) first formulated trhe hypothesis of 'Acid Transport'. He
postulates a three stage mechanism of the acid wave. The first is the zone of
increasing acidity of the advancing wave. At this stage leaching of the rocka
increases with ascending waves and there is usually little preoipitation. The
slec~ndis the zone of maximum leaching which is accompanied by the precipitation of weak bases like Al, Fe, Ti, etc. In this zone, however, leaching aharplg
predominates over precipitation. The third and last is the zone o f fading
acidity of the advancing wave. Leaching is on i t s minimum here while the
precipitation of bases increasea. I n teletherrxial ore-veins (carbonates, fluorite,
berite) t h e precipitation shazply predominates over t8e preckeding leaching. The
latter may even be absent.

,

This theory haa recently been criticised in various schools. It-o m , however,
be valid f ~ the
r more soluble sulphides, such as Zn, Fe, Mn, Co, and Ni, but
invalid for insoluble metallic sulphides like Hg, Sb, As, and Ag. It,
however, seems t h a t the concept of advancing wave of 'acid' solution is
misunderstood. It is probable that the original solutione were slightly acidic
in t h e begining which by their very reactivity ~ o u l dbe quickly neutralized or
even may become djghtly alkaline. The alkaline aolution in turn would react
with--the country rook end be saturated in silica, probably in the form of
bilicicacid, which is redeposited in the location of t h e leached out bases, Smith
(1963). Basing his arguement on Korzhinskii's hgpotheris, Shoherban (1967)
has suggested a pH range of 4 - 8 for the preoipitation of silica from 8ilicon
hexafluoridc complexes. Helgeson (1964) has, however, poipted out that &tithe

prevailing tempersturee of mineralization, pH is not a verg depslldebla

*

parameter and it mag be varying between 3 and 9, while it is also susceptible
t o the total dissolved NaCl,
Recent data on the mineralizing solutions, however, indicatea that they are
usually slightly alkaline to neutral. White (1965, 1968), Busch (1970), Dunham
(1970),Dowing (1967), Downing and Howitt (1907), Pavlov (1969) and bug el ski^
(3969) eto,

The mode of transport of different ions in hydrothermal solutions has been
reviewed by ~ a ' r n e and
Czarnanske 1967) in detail. The dilemma of the mode
s
of transport of metals in solutions ia generally aocentunted by the luck of
experimental data. Various aspects of the queations i n regard to transport
problem have been discussed by Smith (1963), Roedder (1067), Hall and Friedm a n (1963) and Helgeson (1964).
Krauskopf (1964) bas shown that the transport of metals in the form of
vapours ia of no consequence, except possible for the transport of silver a t
temperatures below 400%. Most of the ore-deposits are usually formed around
a+ below 400'a and, therefore, the transport of these metals in a vapour phase
not have played any significant role. However, a t higher temperaturea
gaaeous transport may be the predominant mode. Wslton (1960) has shown
that the tramsport of silica under supercritical conditions by diffusion can be a
fhrirajan and Kennedy (1961)have ahown
that NaCl can be transported by hot water vspour near magmatic oharnbers.
T11ue i t seems probable that gaseous trsnsport may be a very important mode
under hypothermal conditions, while in epi- and meso-thermal environments,
most of the metele would be t r a n s ~ o r t e dpredominantly in a liquid phase,
Helgeson (1967).
very efficient and rapid process.

The transport of metds in colloidal form woa once a favoured hypothesis.
I t has been rejected on the baais of the instability of colloids within t h e
feasible range of tempera turns and pH conditions. Moreover, t h e
reversal from colloidal to a non-colloidal state is an irreversible change and can
not explnin the reversals in zoning.
Traneport of metals as simple non-ionized moleaules is also incompatible
with the zoning sequence usually observed. Moreover, the simple sohbility of
---'-ktis nbgligibly low and ia not aufficient to account for the depoaition of the
mounts of ore-minerals.

he form of aomplexes is thermodynaically t h e most
sr. the solubility of most metal complexes is well
! limits.
However, there is a lot of controvers&

-

concerning t h e relative importance of the different complexes that may be
existing a t any one time in the hydrothermal solutions. It is uacrally agreed,
however, t h a t these complexes can be limited to two predominant typea,
namely, the halides i n the form of chlorides or polysulphides. Other types of
complexes like carbonates, hydroxides and sulpbates etc., may be locally
important, but in general they are negligible as compared t o chlorides and
sulphides.
' Helgeson (1964) haa reviewed the theoretical aspect of
chloride complexing
in t h e system PbS-NrtCl-HCl-H,O, He has shown from theoretical considerations
that lead can form many chloride complexes of different order. under various

temperatures aud chloride ion concentrations, However, the most important
complexea are PbClt and PbC14'-. A t elevated temperatures above 30OoC,
PbC1+ is t h e most .etsble complex in dilute and concentrated NaCl solutions,
while at lower temperatures it is stable only in dilute NaCl solutions, and
P bC'14++ is stable in concentrated solutions, The solubility of lead increases
from 2Oppm t o looppzn at 125'C to as much as 600pprn st temperatures up to
35OQC. This range of solubility of galena in XaCl-HCI-H20 solntiona ia enough
f o account for h'ydrothermal ore-deposits.
Helgeson has also ahown that the solubility and stability of other ore"formingmetals in chloride solutions is aufficient to account for hydrotherm a1
depoeits. The order of stability of chloride complexes a t 2B•‹C is :
Cu2+
Zn2+
pb2+'
Agi
H@+

and their recjpective log I(29values
8
at thia temperature are :

This order coinciden perfectly well with zonal sequences and hence i t is probabre
t h a t these metals are transported as chloride complexes under hydrothermal
conditions.
Kuz'mina (1961, in Helgeson) has determined the solubility of galena and
sphrrlerite in NH,Cl, NaCl md LiCl solutions in the temperature range 3W•‹C to
4 5 0 ~ ~The
.
solubility of galena within this range and alao a t 25'C is greater
than sphalerite in chloride solutions. Moreover PbS and ZnS respond diffsrentially t o varying chloride concentration. However, i t seems probable th&t the
order
stabilities of galena and sphrtlerita a t 26OC persists a t ele-vated
temperatures.

-----------------------------------~~~~

Both monovalent copper and zinO at 2 5 O C show a very high degree of
complex formation in concentrated NaCl solutiona vhile divalent copper
does not.

The stability of AgCl and AgC12- complexes shows little net change in
temperature range of 25OC to 300•‹C. The polychloride oornplexees of silver
(&$I3'-,
AgC1,3-) form to a very high degree in concentrated NaCl solutions a t
25•‹C. The eq~ilibriumconstant of silver chloride (AgCI) seams t o increase with
temperature up t o SOOT with a gentle maximum and then decreases slightly.
he equilibrium~conatatnt
of AgCl2 a t 2S0C is (-1.9) and gradually increases to
a gentle maximum and then decreases to (-2.5 t o (-3.5) at 300•‹Ct o 4000C.
Mercnry has a roughly similar pattern of complex formatio~l t o tha t of
silver. HgCI* complex shows a very high degree of stability to up to 3000C to
4000C. Hlgb order polycomplexes (HgCl2-) are extremely stable a t 25OC.

his short review of the stability and solubilities of various metal chloride
complexee suggests t h a t there is a strong argument in favour of the hypothesis
of metal transport as chloride complexes. The data on t h e composition of
verious types of hydrothermal waters strongly suggest t h a t they usually contain
from 3.30% NaCl and from a geological-point of view it is one of the most
feasible modes of transport.
An alternative hypothesis t o explain the transport of metals ia that m o s t of
these metals are carried as sulphide or bisulphide complexes. These poetulated
complexes are assumed to be stable a t high temperatures and usually break
down with decreasing temperatures whereby they are deposited as eulphidse.
Sulphide complexee of Ae, Sb and H g are highly soluble a t high pH's and high
concentrations of tot-al sulphide. The bisulpliide complexes of copper, zinc,
cadmium, lead, silver, mercury, antimony and arsenic are adequately stable a t
reasoneble pH values, but the total sulphide must exceed the sulphophile metals
by two orders of magnitude.
In highly alkaline conditions sulphure usually exist8 as the 82- ion. With
increasing II+ however, i t will combine. with the hydrogen ion to form HS- and
finally HzS, but st any one instant there is always some 82- ion left,

~ a r t d n(1958).

,

-

Amaton, Dickson and Tunell (1960) have shown that alkaline aqueous
solutions in contact with free snlphur pioduce sodium polysulphide and
fhiasulphates, which form soluble complex ions with ore forming metals.
h r n e s and Czamanske (1967) have produced s lot of evidenbe on the basis
of sulphide/bisulphide solubility of metal ions in solutions, t h a t in sulphur-rich
oonditions most of the metals can be carried in the form of sulphide or polysulphide complexes. Barnes and Kullsrud (1961) have shown from a thermodynamio argument that it is possible t o postulate limiting conditions in terms
of pH, pS2, pO, and temperature. According t o them i t ia a common experience

t o Bud ~ p h d e r i ~ epyrite,
,
digenite, oovellite and barite association, hutcnever
with free sulphur. This association will be formed around 250•‹G,in neutral to
weakly alkaline conditions whereby HS- is the predominant sulphur ion. pFL
under such conditions will very between 10-8.5 and 10-14*7a t m and p02 is lo-"
to 10-50atrn. They have shown t h a t the solubility of sphalerite under these
conditions would be enough t o form hydrothermal ore deposits, The total
eulphur c o n t e n t would be a r o u n d 1.0 molal.

Barnes and Bomberger (1962, in Helgeson) have determined the solubility of
sphalerite in NtC1 solutions containing high sulphur up to 200•‹C. They have
s h o w n t h a t t h e amount of z i n c chloride is usually negligible within these
experimental conditions. A t t o t a l sulphur content (O.5m) under neutral to
alkaline solutions up t o 200•‹Ct h e predominant species is ZnH2S-, mhile under
low t o t a l sulphur conditions and temperatures above 200•‹CZnCl- complexes ore
most important.

I

I n t h e system ZnS-H,S-NaC1-H,O, Hinners and Holland (1963) have shown
%hatat 80•‹Cand neutral cond5tions ZnS x hE2S complexes us~tallgPredominate.
The aame conclusion has been drawn by Anderson (1932) for PbSxnHzS cowplexes in t h e system PbS-H20. In both the cases the solutions were saturated
in H,X. Thus i n chlo'ride solutions eaturated with HaS the chloride eomple~e.;
Will dominate in t h e acid segion, metal - %$3 complexes in the nentril r~gioil
which will finally give way to biwlpfiide metal species in the rtlkalirse conditions.
Helgeson (1964).
Nriagu and ~ n d e r s o n(1970) have calculated the solubilities of M S , PbFj.
CUS, HgS in solutions containing GI-, S2-, HS-, HzS as tbe dnminant sperics.
They have shown t h a t sulphur rich solutions in equilibrium uith nirtnl m:lpliiclrs
in thea form of S2-IHS- complexes, sofficient quantities of met::iq cr r. I
mobilized t o form ore deposits. They suggest that brines carry rnougli suly.::..:.
t.0 precipitate metal sulphides from chloride compleses.
I,

It ia clear from this discmsion that given enough suIpl.ur, n ; o ~ nf
t t h e me: -:can be transported as . sulphide/polysulphidc complexes in hgdmt h e r ~ ;i
1 weuke.-r
s o l u t i o n s The actual concentration of sulphide ion ill this: ~ l ~ i tis. its
point and has not been supported from the eridencs of nat or:. l writers, Roedci:!~
~ 1 9 ~ ~ , - - ~ ~ ~ ~ . s ~ ~ g _ of
c this
r i model
t i c is
j st h e~ lo\\r nsrt!t:i:ilitr of pyriii*
i n high sulphide solutions, the most suitable for base mefrl cnm@zxw.--+if~.
however, is moderately soluble i n some ~olutions, moderately high in sulphkir
and KHs, b u t then from t h e eridenee of natural solutione there is never enough
NH, in these solutions. Waters high in XHj only, cn t h e other hand, are
usllal13- low in imn. Ball a n d Friedman (1963) hare suggested tllat ore~flnida
transporting base metals an& d y e r are u s u a l l ~ very sa1ir.e brinea, b$$h in
S.

---------

Na-Ca-CI, and are weakly aIkaline to acid. The base metal c o n t e n t of these
brines is directly related to chlorine content and temperature, and also t o the
calcium content. Also brines high in iron are generally high in Zn,Pb, Cu, and
Ag. Roedder (1967) has shown that brines high in base metal content are usually
l o v in sulphur content. bIoreover, brines precipitating sulphidee in natural
high temperature conditiooe do contain sulphur, but i t is stoichiometrically too
small to precipitate all t h e metals.
This apparent deficiency of brines in sulphur content has always been
produced as an evidence against the transport of metals in the form of sulphide
or bisulphide compiexes. With respect t o geothermal brines a t Salton Sea, thie
deficiency in sulphur haa been explained on the basie of the differences in
mobility of the voltile gases like Has, COz etc., and the metals, White (1965),
Barnes (1967). Because of the high volatility of the gaseous components they
will escape t o the top through the shale membranes much more easily and
quickly as compared to the salts and metals. Barnes (1967) thinks that most
of these solutions are never deficient in sulphur. The apparent deficiency in
sulphur of inclusion fluids and other mineraIizing fluids i s thought t o be due to
t h e high mobility which makes it easier for sdphur to escape, and tbua the
resulting solution shall always be stoichiometrically deficient. Re produces the
deposition of native sulphur a t thermal springs as evidence in support of his
hypothesis.
Other workers who assume the apparently sulphur deficient character of the
mineralizing ~lolutionsas inherent, have forwarded alternative mechanisms for
the formation of aulphides.
Lovering (1961) has suggested that during the ascent of rnineralizi!Lg solutions when they come across some pyritous beds, these solutions react with the
pyrite in rocks thus releasing sulphur while the iron goes into solution. The
released sulphur in turn causes the precipitation of base-metal sulphides from
&loride complexes. This reaction is further accelerated by the decrease in
temperature.
Barnes (1967) has criticised this idea on the basis of the total lack of
evidence of any reaction between the solutions and pyrite. He claime, t h a t in
most pyritous beds where there has been mineralization, the pyrite crystals do
not show any reacfion rims and all the crystale are usually intact. Moreover,
granted the possibility, the first phase of the mineralizing solutions after they
have reacted with the pyrite bearing bed will form a protective interface and
these solutions would be unable to react further.

White (1968) has suggested several possible mechanisms for t h e formation

of sulphides. In one mechanism he postulates t h a t the saline Na-Ce-C1 brines
rich in metals (from a few ppm t o thousand ppm) usually exiat at a deeper zone.
The base metals are largely in the form of chloride complexes. On the other
hand, in an upper zone, meteorio waters circulate in rocks actively. There may
be mixing in fin intermediate zone due t o convection or diEusion. This mixing
may be very sharp or gradational. The meteoric waters would have dissolved a
lot of sulphur from the country rock a n d t h e ascending sulphur in the form of
H2S from t h e deeper zone. The mixing of these waters will conseq~zentlyresult
in decreasing the temperature. This would cause a reaction a n d breakdown of
the chloride complexes which may result in the formation of sulphides.
Other models are eimple variants of this model. In one such modal, a
gaseous phase escaping from the brine reservoir is thought t o be not necessary.
The enrichment of the overlying colder solutions in sulphide species is attributed
t o a difference in the mobilities of HzS, S&, H20. Consequently the "base
metal sulphides are precipitated in those parts of a perfect and imperfect
membrane system where temperatures and concentrations permit E f 2 t o cornpete
successfully vith t h e C1-complexes for the available base metals."

In still other models, white argue8 t h e possibility of reaction with pyrite,
the formation of pyrite followed by base metals and the mixing of t h e mineralizing solutions with meteoric waters.

DEP08ITION OF MBTAL SULPIIIDES FROM
HYDROTHERMAL SOLUTIONS
Deposition of metal sulphides from the ore bearing solutions can occur by a
fall i n temperature; the reaction of the solutions with wall rock and mixing of
the ore-solutions with meteoric ground waters, changes i n pH or a decrease of
the preeaure gradient eto.

The cooling of the hydrothermal solutions can be brought about by rarions
mechanisms. Some h a t is generally dissipated into the cooler surroundings.
In thie respect heat conduotion is one of the posaibIe factors, though it is considered to be relatively unimportant, The conduction of heat through t,he wall
rock is usually controlled by factors such as flow rates of solutions and its
variation with time, length of time during which t h e solution flowsy and the
rate ofchsnge o f t h - d u t i o n & + b
a m * f;r&%te+ + ~ ~ - k a s - s ~ ~
temperature decreases suddenly, a. reversed thermal gradient may be s e t up for
a long time.

-----

Reaction between hydrothermal solutions and wall rock may be partially
responsible for cooling. I n this case if the react-ions are endothermio, t h e heat
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